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The Dallas Buyers Club (2013)

Director: Jean-Marc Vallée

Entertainment grade: B

History grade: D–

Ron Woodroof was diagnosed as HIV positive in the 1980s. He

was part of a buyers club, an organisation distributing sometimes

unlicensed drugs among members for the treatment of their

condition, in Dallas, Texas.

The Dallas Buyers Club: don't buy this
history
Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto are just what the doctor

ordered, but this drama's message about sexuality and Aids is all

bad medicine
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Metaphors

Ron Woodroof (Matthew McConaughey) rides rodeo, drinks beer, parties in his trailer,

and has sex with as many women as possible. In real life, he didn't ride rodeo.

Apparently this is supposed to be a metaphor. Somebody at the metaphorical rodeo is

reading a newspaper article about Rock Hudson suffering from Aids, which would date

this to 1985. "Who's Rock Hudson, anyway?" says one guy. "He's an actor, dumbass,"

another replies. "You never seen North by Northwest?" Rock Hudson was of course not

in North by Northwest. The star was Cary Grant. It's an in-joke for film buffs: not only

did Grant look quite a lot like Hudson, but he too was rumoured to have gay

relationships on the downlow.

Doctors

Woodroof tests positive for HIV, and is given 30 days to live. He wants to join a clinical

trial of AZT (azidothymidine), an anti-retroviral drug then being tested on HIV and Aids

patients. Though she is sympathetic to his plight, foxy doctor Eve Saks (Jennifer

Garner) won't let him. Dr Saks is fictional: Woodroof's physician in his later years was a

man, Steven Pounders.

Romance
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The main reason Dr Saks appears to have been turned into a woman is so that Woodroof

can have a gentle flirtation with her. In the film, Woodroof is definitely not gay. Not gay

at all. Not even a teeny bit. In fact, he's a rampant homophobe, which usually suggests

someone might actually be a teeny bit gay and trying to hide it – but he isn't, at all. Just
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a great big straighty straight, that's him. This characterisation is based on interviews

carried out with Woodroof shortly before his death by one of the film's screenwriters,

Craig Borten. However, since the film has come out, some of Woodroof's close friends and

associates have said he was never homophobic, and perhaps even had relationships with

men as well as women himself. If this is true, it would mess up the movie's neat

redemptive arc, in which a homophobe gradually realises that gay people are people too.

Real life is often super inconvenient for story structure.

Medicine

Woodroof gets his hands on under-the-counter AZT, and embarks on a course of self-

treatment. This goes badly wrong, which in the movie means he must loudly claim that

AZT is poison and doesn't work. This, along with some of The Dallas Buyers Club's other

drug claims, is arguably where it becomes most irresponsible. AZT has worked for many

patients at an appropriate dose. Patrick Mulcahey, a TV writer who was active in the

buyers club movement, wrote that "The movie distorts the facts about AZT … to make

Woodroof seem heroic for his murderous advice to others not to take it."

Sexuality
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Mulcahey and others have also raised questions about the film's focus on a straight man

(or, at least, a man presented as straight) rather than the far larger contingent of gay

men and women who ran buyer's clubs. The film gives Woodroof a fictional trans woman

sidekick, Rayon (Jared Leto), though it doesn't seem entirely sure what to do with her.

Leto brings tenderness to a limiting and cliched role, but his casting has been criticised

by some trans activists. Meanwhile, McConaughey's performance is excellent, but the

film operates within too narrow an emotional band to let him do more than move the

audience intellectually. Its highs aren't high enough, and its characters aren't deep

enough.

Politics

The Dallas Buyers Club dodges the complexities of bringing a real relationship between

any of its principals to fruition. Instead, it wants you to identify with McConaughey as a

lone libertarian warrior fighting the evil that is big government. He doesn't want to listen

to the silly old highly qualified doctors with their fancy ideas about double-blind testing:

he is a fighter for freedom and his God-given right to dose Aids patients with unlicensed

Peptide T and aloe vera juice. Buyer's clubs were in real life co-operative social

enterprises run by groups of mostly gay people. The film turns this into a

rambunctiously rightwing message about the triumph of the individual – the extremely

straight individual. Because that's what he is. Totally straight. Yes, sirree.

Verdict

Fine performances are the highlight of The Dallas Buyers Club, but you don't want to go

believing too much of its history.

Best and
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